
WHAT SYMPTOM S IN THIS CASE SUGGEST THAT SOMETHING HAS

GONE WRONG

What symptom(s) in this case study suggest that something has gone wrong? customer service business that has nearly
doubled over the past five years, the.

The lack of motivation among customer service staff is caused by several factors which include the boredom
from monotonous work, feels disconnected from the consequences of their work, conflicts with other
departments and the stress serving unhappy clients. They are lacking of common goal in their task. This is the
main factor for the lack of engagement in doing their task, ended with poor performance in their customer
service. Similarly, Being I. T services throughout Australia and New Zealand. As according to the results of
employee survey and informal comments given by employees, we can conclude that most of the employees do
not meet their job satisfaction. The complains should be addressed at the earliest and in a fair approach rather
than having a defensive manner of dealing the problems. This not only increased the labour costs but it also
showed direct impact in terms of productivity of the employees. In other perspective, the company should
have a system in place to detect on the repetitive issue. Job rotation can give new skills to the employee plus it
can produce multiskills workforce after certain period of time. Some of the conflict management skills that
YakkaTech can adopt are, getting feedback from employees about the different operations of the department,
assessing the source of the conflict and different conflict management styles. As I walk around campus I can
see a somewhat diverse group of students with my different cultural backgrounds. Create a feedback system
between management and staff in order to improve on skills and training. This firm provides I. Moreover,
when the query had to deal with more than one department of the division it always created customer
complaints. Also, the poor job segregation towards each department which led to conflicts between
departments also contributed towards the downfall of this organization. The management needs to understand
the reasons for high employee turn over and need to take necessary steps to overcome it. This will give bad
reputation to the company if the same issue happen continuously. So the training that company gives to the
new employees should emphasize to gain patience when dealing with customers problems and giving real
effort to solve it. Work and personal life of an employee should be given importance in the company. Some of
the reasons for high employee turnover are poor management, low employee compensation and not
considering employees quality of life. Each time, customer need to explain on their system to different person.
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Each customer service centre consists of half- dozen departments representing functional specialisations and a
single department consist of more than two dozen employees. Besides that, they should provide compulsory
and supplementary training to their employees to add in value and skills. The relation between those factors
and motivation level. To provide all these services it employees people. Customer complains should be
considered as a major factor as it will serve as a feed back of the company IT systems infrastructure managing
customer complains. As the business grows, it is likely that the work pressure will be more. They do not have
motivation to contribute to the company. Due to work pressure and number of call waiting there was no proper
communication between employees of different department. Improved communication skills, retention of
customers, problem solving capabilities focus on customer satisfaction and maximum and effective use of the
resource available. Poor quality services also contribute by the incompetent workforce. In addition, the staff of
Yakka Tech are trained to be expert in the functional specialization only. What actions should Yakka Tech
executives take to correct these problems? What symptom s in this case study suggest that something has gone
wrong? Sometimes, the problems need somebody that can understand the whole system to solve the problem.
Answer 1 Develop employee competency. Unhappy customers are bad news for any company. I know forâ€¦.
Intensive training courses, motivation courses, stress management courses and all other relevant courses and
training to be provided for all staffs. This would create frustration for the client.


